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Abstract 

This paper analyzes the short story The Egg and the Chicken by Clarice Lispector by examining 

the issues of identity, ideology and gender. The selected text is one of the outstanding works by 

this increasingly well-regarded Brazilian author and reappraises the age-old question of which 

came first: the chicken or the egg. The short story is explicitly concerned with its own dialectical 

language and the attempt to open up new philosophical perspectives on the long-standing 

boundaries of this issue through a discussion of the concept of origins and its deconstruction. The 

formal language employed in the short story seems somewhat contradictory in its effect, primarily 

due to its syntactic and stylistic simplicity and clarity via short, informative sentences and simple 

tenses to break down the given mental images. However, the story is notable for obscuring the 

content, invoking semantic and philosophical engagement by utilizing paradoxical and dialectical 

expressions. The chicken-egg paradox is both a quotidian metaphor and a multi-dimensional 

problem that exists on numerous levels. This paper, therefore, examines the language of the short 

story and seeks to find the answer/s to the dilemma. Unlike the general conception of the problem 

as an eternal issue or chicken-precedence, this research concludes that Lispector's work re-

addresses and problematizes this age-old question by unfolding several other potential problems 

or challenges within the paradox by placing a particular focus on the aspects of identity, ideology 

and gender.   
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Introduction 

'What comes from what' has, to varying degrees, been a concern of almost every human 

being across nearly every period of human history. Every system, such as mythology, religion, 

philosophy or science, has its narrative to account for the origins and the expected end of existence 

or for the process of cause and effect among objects, events and beings; some of the best known 

of these include the myths of the Tower of Babel and Gilgamesh, the belief in Creationism, or the 

scientific theories of evolution through natural selection or the Big Bang. One of those oldest 

metaphors for the issue of origins is the question of what came first: the chicken or the egg, a 

seemingly simplistic question that is a dilemma of causality and beyond. This paradox has become 

a widely used metaphor in everyday language, referring to situations where cause and effect are 

not easily distinguishable.  

 

In her short story, The Egg and the Chicken, Clarice Lispector takes the reader through a 

stimulating and challenging journey that turns the fixed question on its head and questions whether 

the chicken-egg metaphor is truly a timeless paradox or contains a pre-existing ideological aspect. 

Likewise, this is the question that this research dedicates itself to answering by reading the text 

analytically from the lens of other works. The first line of the story reads: "in the morning the egg 

is lying on the kitchen table" (Lispector, 1992, p. 533). The reader is immediately confronted with 

a mental shock that man always perceives eggs as passive objects. Still, this egg is lying on the 

kitchen table and manifesting itself to the observer that morning in an apparent effort to be taken 

seriously. This egg, therefore, is an active and thought-provoking presence that, instead of being 

overlooked like any other egg, captures its on-looker's attention by provoking her thinking and 

speculations. As a result, the metaphoric mold created for the egg crumbles to dust. It allows the 

observer to actively consider the paradox rather than passively accept it as an eternally irresolvable 

equation that robs the mind of its creativity.  

It is from this standpoint that the discussion of ideology and identity can intervene because 

the prearranged egg that exists on a purely passive basis is not granted any kind of ideological 

identity other than the immediately apparent one that allows the observer to avoid accepting that 

the essence has been instilled into the egg by some kind of power or authority. As further evidence 

of this, Lispector continues that "the only person to see an egg is someone who has seen it before," 

and therefore the act of seeing an egg resides merely in seeing it in the immediate present and 

refuting the three-thousand-year-old image of the egg that has been handed down from generation 

after generation to the present observer.  

The egg identified as such is, then, an egg whose identity has been ideologically imposed 

on the spectator. The author, on that basis, concludes the story with the assumption that the egg 

has been forgotten, suggesting that humankind has sacrificed living its life through this 

forgetfulness or by refuting the given images to egg. Then, "perhaps with the first light of day the 

egg might descend into our apartment and move serenely into the kitchen" (Lispector, 1992, p. 

541).  

Therefore, on the first hand, this research aims at investigating the story by deconstructing 

it from an analytical perspective to find out the foundational claims the text proposes to 

problematize the older conceptions spinning around the long-standing chicken-egg controversies. 
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On the other hand, it will attempt to answer and determine the disputes by bringing new dimensions 

into light, such as the postmodern debates on ideology, identity and gender.  

Literature Review 

Whether the egg or the chicken came first has been discussed since ancient times. It is clear 

that chickens emerge from eggs, but it is also apparent that this same egg was itself laid by a 

chicken. These simple empirical observations prompted considerations that would eventually lead 

to the development of the old-age dilemma. The origins of the conundrum likely reach back into 

prehistoric times, and the approach at this time was essentially non-scientific in nature. In the 4th 

century BCE, the Greek philosopher Aristotle addressed the paradox, concluding that neither the 

egg nor the chicken precedes the other because they are bound to an infinite sequence of production 

and reproduction. Aristotle examined the eggs of birds and other animals in detail, listing their 

shapes, colors, and also how they were produced:  

The eggs of some animals, as birds, are hard-shelled, and are of two colours. Those of the 

selache and some other animals are soft-skinned, and have only one colour. Some species 

of the vermiform foetus are capable of motion, others are not. But in another place, when 

we treat of generation, we will dwell more accurately on these subjects. (Cresswell, 1902, 

p. 9)  

By penetrating deeper into the history of the paradox, we can see that Aristotle's conclusion did 

not end the controversy and discussion but instead served to open the topic. In this sense, therefore, 

Aristotle is often regarded as the first scientist. On the other hand, Plutarch turned his attention to 

the paradox four hundred years after Aristotle and reached an entirely different conception of the 

question: 

If there has been a first man he must have been born without father or mother – which is 

repugnant to nature. For there could not have been a first egg to give a beginning to birds, 

or there should have been a first bird which gave a beginning to eggs; for a bird comes 

from an egg. (Manikutty & Mahendran, 2015, p. 2) 

It is clear that Plutarch's approach to whether the egg or the chicken comes first depends on the 

same issue but widens the topic through the humanization of the subject. Plutarch concludes that 

as man is nothing more than a reproduction of nature, the chicken too is a reproduction of a chicken 

itself and not any other being or thing such as, for instance, an egg. This type of understanding 

results from similar approaches that stem from a religious background. In the Judeo-Christian 

narrative of the origin of creation, for instance, priority is given to the biblical creation story: 

And God said, "Let the waters bring forth swarms of living creatures, and let birds fly 

above the earth across the dome of the sky." 21: So God created the great sea monsters and 

every living creature that moves, of every kind, with which the waters swarm, and every 

winged bird of every kind. And God saw that it was good. 22: God blessed them, saying, 

"Be fruitful and multiply and fill the waters in the seas, and let birds multiply on the earth. 

(BibleGateway, Genesis 1:20-22) 

Later scientific advancements which followed Enlightenment critiques of these types of religious 

beliefs would pave the way for new concepts on the question of origins. These included the 

remarkable breakthrough initiated by the nineteenth-century biologist Charles Darwin and his 
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theory of natural selection. Darwin argued that variations in the phenotype cause the reproduction 

of different species due to the various circumstances and conditions of their lives. In his crucial 

work On the Origin of Species, Darwin (1996) vividly states that: "Man selects only for his own 

good; Nature only for that of the being which she tends. Every selected character is fully exercised 

by her; and the being is placed under well-suited conditions of life" (p. 65). As a result, nature, a 

force more effective and skilful than man or any other, can prolong a species' survival by ensuring 

its adaptability to the given environment through successful reproduction.  

In light of what has been discussed so far, it might be concluded that religion has its theory 

for the origin of creation which believes that God has directly created men and animals. In 

particular, science and Darwinian biological theory contend that species are products of nature. In 

the earlier Christian belief system, beings are granted an identity by God, but science attributes 

this role to nature.  

In contrast to these opposing concepts, Lispector (1992) offers a radically novel way of 

thinking; she suggests that neither pole is correct by casting doubt on both of these approaches to 

origins that aim at labeling or attaching specific identities or origins to beings and things. Lispector 

concludes that the egg has neither an identity of origin nor does it accept any given identity. In 

effect, the egg is always the egg.  

Analysis 

Dialectics of the Story's Language 

Despite its apparent simplicity and clarity, Lispector's story can be considered somewhat 

ambiguous, particularly on a philosophical level. The text lacks any equivocal vocabulary or 

dictums to delimit it within a specific philosophical discipline. Still, the narrative is delivered in 

such a complex manner that obscurity, strangeness, and play on words are present throughout the 

text, complementing and enriching the text in terms of literary quality and philosophical content. 

In terms of language, for instance, Lispector relies heavily on short sentences and blunt, declarative 

statements: for example, "I see the egg at a single glance" (p. 533), "seeing the egg is always in 

the present", 'it is impossible actually to see the egg", "can the dog see the egg?", "only machines 

can see the egg". This informative and economical use of language gives the text a veneer of 

definitiveness. Lispector also shows a preference for simple tenses, and the simple present in 

particular: "the egg exposes the kitchen", "for the egg is an egg in space", "the egg is the chicken's 

great sacrifice", "the chicken has considerable resources of inner life", "the chicken watches the 

horizon", and so on.  

In contrast, a sense of obscurity is constantly present due to the dialectical style which 

Lispector utilizes in terms of both language and content. In the former, for instance, dialectical 

statements play a significant role in creating the ambiguity in both the language and the concept 

itself: "upon seeing the egg, it is already too late, an egg seen an egg is lost", "the egg has no itself", 

"when I died, they carefully removed the egg inside me", "The egg is really white but it must not 

be called white", "to enjoy being alive is painful". This kind of ambiguity is often labeled 'obscurity 

or mysticism' in philosophy, and can be identified in many systems of philosophy including that 

of Hegel. Indeed, some of Lispectors meditations on the egg can be interpreted from the Hegelian 

dialectical point of view, reflecting the inter-twined nature of the concrete and the abstract or the 

particular and the whole. This is particularly apparent when she states that: "the egg is an 

exteriorization" and "the egg is the chicken's soul", reminiscent of Hegels's famous statement that 
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"the being of spirit is a bone" (Hegel, 2018, p. 191). However, Lispector transcends Hegelian 

dialectics in her defense of the "egg", evoking instead the concept of 'becoming' developed by 

Gilles Deleuze. The anti-dialectics of Deleuze was initially conceived as an anti-Hegelian project 

since the basis of Deleuze's refutation of Hegelian dialectics was his concept of "becoming" which 

suggests the continuation of both beings and thoughts, and the discovery of the so-called Deleuzian 

assemblages. In our particular context, for example, a specific egg and a specific chicken combine 

to form a single assemblage in which the chicken acts as a 'servant' for the survival of the egg, a 

constant and unstoppable process developing into a future becoming, but one which includes 

neither the Hegelian principle of negation nor that of the negation of the negation. Deleuze believes 

that: "the self is only a threshold, a door, a becoming between two multiplicities" (Deleuze & 

Guattari, 1988, p. 249). Lispector echoes these concepts when she states that: "no one is capable 

of seeing the egg. Only machines can see the egg", and "the chicken exists so that the egg may 

traverse the ages. This also is what a mother for".  

The Egg and the Chicken is suffused with word-play. The text is filled with phrases that 

are deeply ironical, paradoxical and metaphorical, all of which contribute to the literary and 

philosophical profundity of the story: "Can the dog see the egg? Only machines can see the egg", 

"To the egg, I dedicate the Chinese nation", "What I do not know about the egg gives me the egg 

itself" (p. 533).  

 In a more general sense, the story addresses several fundamental questions 

highlighted in the dialectical language and its inferences to profound philosophical ideas; it draws 

our attention to several problematic issues concerning the broader issue of identity. The topic of 

identity is examined through other significant subjects, such as ideology and gender, as will be 

seen in the later sections of this paper. 

The briefest glance at the title of the short story clarifies that Lispector's work is a reflection 

on the age-old question of whether the egg precedes the chicken or vice versa, the historical and 

contemporary conundrum regarding the origins of objects and beings. The first sentence, "In the 

morning the egg is lying on the kitchen table" (Lispector, 1992, p. 47), evokes the possible question 

of where and when the story is set, with the text opening with 'a morning' to signify the time (or 

the beginning of all time) and the kitchen represents place. The title and the opening sentence 

combine to allow us to identify two signs that signify gender identity: the chicken as a female and 

the kitchen as an environment usually traditionally perceived as being associated with women. 

Through the first paragraph, and with the manifestation of the visualization of the dilemma, these 

issues are developed further in a broader perspective: 

I see the egg at a single glance. I immediately perceive that I cannot be simply seeing an egg. 

Seeing an egg is always in the present: No sooner do I see the egg than I have seen an egg, 

the same egg which has existed for three thousand years. The very instant an egg is seen, it 

becomes the memory of an egg. The only person to see an egg is someone who has seen it 

before. Like a man who, in order to understand the present, must have had a past. Upon 

seeing the egg, it is already too late: an egg seen is an egg lost. (Lispector, 1986, p. 533) 

The author claims that seeing the egg as an egg at first glance is a pre-given image in mind. The 

egg which has existed for thousands of years has not been the same egg as each egg in the present 

time is a different egg with new potential. That is why she believes that if one, directly upon 
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his/her encounter with any egg, decides and categorizes any particular egg as the generally 

perceived 'egg,' then his decision is prejudiced.  

Identity, Ideology and Gender 
The first paragraph of Lispector's story immediately draws our attention to the significance 

of the issue of identity. The narrator declares that she sees an egg on the kitchen table, an object 

she immediately perceives but which does not generate understanding as it is confined merely to 

the level of her perception. According to the narrator, this reflects the incapacity of understanding 

because the narrator has only a preview or a suggested image of the egg, one that differs from the 

true essence of eggs because this image is historical rather than essential. Lispector develops this 

thought further: 

In the time the egg became the egg of a chicken. It is not. But once adopted, the surname 

is used. One should say the egg of the chicken. If people simply say the "egg" the topic is 

exhausted and the world goes back to being naked. An egg is the most naked thing in 

existence. (1992, p. 535) 

The French sociologist Jean Baudrillard quotes Ecclesiastes, arguing that "the simulacrum is never 

that which conceals the truth—it is the truth which conceals that there is none. The simulacrum is 

true" (Boulter, 2001, p. 355). By suggesting that contemporary society has substituted reality with 

signs and symbols, Baudrillard believed that what appears to be a reality in the contemporary world 

community is merely a simulation of reality rather than reality itself. 

This separation between the phenomenon and the noumenon of objects (things-in-

themselves) is of great significance concerning the egg's identity on the level of its appearance and 

the unfathomability of its essence as a noumenon. This idea is echoed by the narrator of the story 

when she notes that: 

It is impossible actually to see the egg. The egg is supravisible just as they are supersonic 

sounds that the ear can no longer hear. No one is capable of seeing the egg. Can the dog 

see the egg? Only machines can see the egg. (Lispector, 1992, p. 533)  

A similar claim can be found in Immanuel Kant's Critique of Pure Reason, in which the 

German philosopher argues that any object, regardless of whether it is a mathematical principle or 

a physical object, can be categorized into the abstract and the concrete: 

The principles of mathematics in the one case, any more than the principles of general 

(physical) dynamics in the other. I have in mind, rather, only the principles of pure 

understanding as related to inner sense (apart from any distinction of the presentations 

given in that sense). It is in fact through these latter principles that the principles of 

mathematics and of general dynamics acquire, one and all, their possibility. Hence I name 

my principles mathematical and dynamical more in view of their application than for the 

sake of their content. (Immanuel, 1996, p. 223) 

Furthermore, the narrator states that "our vision of her inner life is what we refer to as chicken" 

(Lispector, 1992, p. 536). On this basis, the initial perception of an object such as an egg exists at 

the level of consciousness. This degree of consciousness does not transcend to understanding, as 

Hegel conceives perception to be the second stage of man's consciousness, with understanding 
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seen as its third and ultimate phase. In Hegel's system, perception is the certainty that one has of a 

"thing" in its universal form: 

Immediate certainty does not take hold of the truth, for its truth is the universal, but it does 

want to take hold of the 'This'. On the other hand, perception takes what, to perception, is 

the existent as universal. As universality is perception's principle per se, its moments, 

which are immediately self-differentiating within it, are also universal, namely, I, a 

universal, and the object, a universal. That principle has emerged for us, and our taking up 

of perception is thus no longer a phenomenal taking up, as it was in sensuous-certainty, but 

is rather a necessary taking up. (Hegel, 2018, p. 68) 

The narrator transcends that which Hegel theorized in his Phenomenology of Spirit concerning the 

three levels of consciousness: sense-certainty, perception, and understanding, vividly stating that: 

The egg is something in suspense. It has never settled. When it comes to rest, it is not the 

egg that has come to rest. A surface has formed beneath the egg. I vaguely glance at the 

egg in the kitchen in order not to break it. I take the greatest care not to understand it. I 

cannot be understood and I know that if I were to understand the egg, it could only be in 

error. To understand is proof of error. (Lispector, 1992, p. 534) 

This fragment operates on two distinct levels: it is in broad agreement with what Hegel proposes 

concerning the levels of consciousness, but it also questions his thesis through the refutation or 

even intentional denial of any understanding that can inherently beget the essence of any particular 

object such as an egg and remain resistant to understanding in an effort to maintain the essence of 

the 'thing'. Moreover, René Descartes's dictum "think, therefore I am' (Descartes, 2013, p. 154) is 

contradicted by the Sartrean negation of "I exist, therefore I am" (Sartre, 1966, p. 504), which 

again echoes in Lispector's story when her narrator states "I exist, therefore I know. What I do not 

know about the egg is what really matters. What I do not know about the egg gives me the egg 

itself" (Lispector, 1992, p. 534). Additionally, she claims that the chicken exists for the egg "to 

pass through the ages into the future" (p. 345) or that the chicken looks at the horizon, even 

suggesting that the egg subsists like a fugitive (Lispector, 1992). 

Furthermore, Kant's emphasis on this relationship suggests that it is a synthesis that gives 

birth to a kind of understanding that is in harmony with the essence and existence of the object; 

or, alternatively, that the perception process operates on an epistemological level to produce a 

certain degree of meaning or schema. As Kant argued:  

For experience has its unity solely from the synthetic unity that the understanding confers, 

originally and on its own, on the synthesis of imagination by reference to apperception; 

appearances, as data for a possible cognition, must a priori already have reference to, and 

be in harmony with, that synthetic unity. (Kant, 1996, p. 304) 

The narrator of the short story, the only character in the story, contends that her way of seeing the 

egg is not the same as that experienced by a man upon seeing an egg three thousand years ago, 

even though the egg itself has existed unchanged over the last three millennia (Lispector, 1992). 

In other words, the character is unable to approach the egg's real identity because there is already 

a historically given identity of an egg in his mind. Therefore, only those who already possess a 
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preconceived image of an egg in their minds can see an egg: "the only person to see an egg is 

someone who has seen it before". The narrator goes even further in this line of thinking, wondering, 

"can the dog see the egg?". 

The egg also features in the cultural and mythological history of the female deictic image 

as a typical symbol of female fertility, and this connection can also encourage us to associate the 

egg with the female aspect, which has been lost through the dominance of the 'other' male from a 

patriarchal perspective. In the story, the chicken loses its identity as a being that emerges from the 

egg as the act of hatching propels the chicken and its life into the future in terms of survival: 

"survival means salvation. For it would appear that the act of living does not exist. Living ends in 

death. At the same time, the chicken goes on surviving. And to survive is to keep up the struggle 

against mortal existence" (Lispector, 1992, P.536). The chicken, historically, would repeatedly 

lose its chicken-identity through the unfathomable process of producing the egg; as Lispector 

states: "the chicken must not know what she is carrying" (Lispector, 1992, p. 536). From this 

perspective, the chicken is reduced to her initial but essential role as a mother to guard her formless 

child (the egg). This process occurs without ever being attributed to any specification as the egg is 

a revolutionary element that belongs exclusively to the future; the chicken retains the egg inside 

her so that no one can term it white or black (Lispector, 1992). There is a mutual relationship 

between the egg and the chicken, with the egg falling into the category of the formless universal 

object in the Hegelian dialectical sense discussed above.  

At the end of the story's first paragraph, the narrator notes that: "the egg has no itself. 

Individually, it does not exist" (p. 533). According to Lacan's (1970) view of language as base and 

structure, everything is connected to language as constructions, and identity or image are based on 

this relationship. From this perspective, the above sentence can be paraphrased as follows: the 

process of naming a universal egg from a particular egg is to impose an extraneous image or 

function to an egg with specific characterizations. Therefore, the egg is not the egg in itself but 

rather a character that has been forced upon it.  

From the standpoint of Aristotelian logic and its law of non-contradiction, we may see the 

narrator's assertion that "what I do not know about the egg gives me the egg itself" as somewhat 

paradoxical; for Aristotle, is would be impossible to know an egg when you do not know it. Both 

Heracleitus and Protagoras critiqued this Aristotelian viewpoint because they believed that nothing 

remains constant (Read, 2007). A further critique of Aristotelian thinking can be found in the 

writings of Marx and Engels (1933) on ideology; in their argument that the power of ideology can 

force us to accept reversed images of the reality of the world, including events and objects such as 

an egg, in the form of false consciousness, then it is possible to conclude that paradoxical identities 

can be ideologically constructed, instilled and accepted (McCarthy, 1979). According to 

Aristotelian logic, that which may seem contradictory in Lispector's assertion would be 

simultaneously logical according to the Marxian perspective. In other words, what we believe we 

know about the egg is a kind of false consciousness or reversed image imposed upon us by the 

prevalent sociopolitical framework.  

Continuing in this vein, we may mention Althusser's (1971) belief that people are prepared 

to accept what the state presents to them, which occurs through ideological apparatuses that 

function both on the individual and societal levels (Althusser, 2014). This point of view may help 
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us understand the following statement: "no one can see the egg. Can the dog see the egg? Only 

machines can see the egg" (Lispector, 1992, p. 533). Specific ideologies, such as that of the 

capitalist state, prevent us from seeing the egg as it is. Conversely, our perception of the egg is 

restricted to the imposed identity of a particular egg. Therefore, as dogs are not ideologically 

capable of seeing the egg, they cannot be considered to be generally capable of seeing the egg. On 

the one hand, and in a sense which is somewhat contradictory to that which has just been 

demonstrated, machines possess the technical ability to simulate or reproduce eggs, an effect which 

is reminiscent of Baudrillard's concept of simulation. Thus, they can be considered to see eggs and 

create infinite simulacra of them. On the other hand, Lispector's assertion that "only machines can 

see the egg" can be interpreted in an opposite way as machines, like dogs, are incapable of 

beholding eggs through "ideological glasses", to borrow a phrase from Slavoj Žižek's terminology; 

thus, merely machines, that neither hold an imposed image nor wear any ideological glasses 

through which to perceive the egg, are truly capable of seeing the egg because it is human subjects 

alone who perceive the world through ideology. As Žižek notes: 

We live, so we are told, in a post-ideological society. We are addressed by social authority 

not as subjects who should do their duty, but subjects of pleasures: 'Realize your true 

potential,' 'Be yourself,' 'Lead a satisfying life.' When you put the glasses on, you see 

dictatorship in democracy. (Žižek, 2014, 2:18-3:00.). 

According to Catherine Belsey (2009), "The destination of all ideology is the subject (the 

individual in society), and it is the role of ideology to construct people as subjects" (p. 164). 

Additionally, in her remarkable book "Feminisms Redux: An Anthology of Literary Theory and 

Criticism", Belsey argued that "I" as a subject is an external identity imposed by ideology. This 

concept offers us an interesting perspective from which to understand the position of the term "I" 

in the following quotation from Lispector's (1992) text:  

She who did not know that 'I' is only one of the words people jot down on paper when 

answering the telephone, a mere attempt to find some more convenient form. She who 

thought that 'I' means to possess a selfness. The chickens in greatest danger of harming the 

egg are those who pursue a relentless 'I'. Their 'I' is so persistent that they cannot pronounce 

the word egg. (p. 537) 

Midway through the story, the narrator shifts her attention from the egg to the chicken, although, 

as the speaker explains: "I began discussing the chicken, yet for some time now I have said nothing 

about the chicken." This statement raises the issue of representation: can the one speak instead of 

the other? Edward Said (1979) suggests that orientalists, in effect, said nothing about the Orient 

because anything they might say about the Orient would not represent of the Orient itself; as 

'Others', they were incapable of understanding the subjectivity of the Orient. In a similar line of 

thinking, Woolf (2015) echoes this line of thought in A Room of One's Own in which she relates 

her visit to the British Library, where she collected all of the books in the collection that had been 

written about the subject of women only to find that they were all works by male authors. As a 

result, she declared that none of these texts could be said to represent women. We could argue here 

that the narrator of Lispector's story could say nothing about the 'chicken', because as an Other, 

she or he is not in a position to describe the subjectivity of chicken or, as Gayatri Spivak wrote, 

representation is "stepping in someone's place… to tread in someone's shoes." (Spivak, 1988, pp. 
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51-69). Depictions of women are one of the most discussed themes in Spivak's works. In the 

revised edition of Can the Subaltern Speak?, Spivak (2003) opens her argument by stating that 

women who remain exterior to the mode of production narrative are insufficiently represented in 

that narration. 

The question of gender is another issue addressed in Lispector's story. From certain critical 

viewpoints, Lispector's choice to render her protagonist as a female is a feminist act. The chicken 

is a representation of the female (or, more specifically, of the mother): "An egg needs careful 

handling. That is why the chicken is the egg's disguise. The chicken exists so that the egg may 

traverse the ages. This is what a mother is for" (Lispector, 1992, p. 534). Suppose we accept the 

possibility that the chicken is a representation of women. In that case, we can also agree that the 

following statement is intended to pay testimony to the suffering of women: "The egg is the 

chicken's great sacrifice. The egg is the cross the chicken bears in life. The egg is the chicken's 

unattainable dream" (Lispector, 1992, p. 535). The egg is the chicken's unattainable dream". The 

egg is a child, a dream, a sacrifice that women are expected to bear. 

As the narrator says: "But the chicken is always a recent tragedy. She is continuously being 

designed anew. Yet no more apt form has been found for the chicken. As my neighbor answers 

the telephone, he absentmindedly sketches a chicken with his pencil" (Lispector, 1992, p. 536). 

Once we suggest that the chicken symbolizes women, many codes concerning the chicken open 

up to us. For example, this sentence can be paraphrased: throughout history, women's identity has 

been shaped by men in patriarchal systems. From this, it could be stated that women throughout 

history have often represented the identity that has been imposed upon them by men; men such as 

the neighbor who absentmindedly sketches images of women with his pencil while they answer 

the telephone; in the past he would have sketched women as slaves, nowadays he sketches them 

as commodities. In her remarkable book, This Sex Which is Not One, Luce Irigaray evokes Claude 

Levi-Strauss to explain why women are exchanged as commodities:  

Why exchange women? Because they are 'scarce [commodities]... essential to the life of 

the group,' the anthropologist tells us. Why this characteristic of scarcity, given the 

biological equilibrium between male and female births? Because the 'deep polygamous 

tendency, which exists among all men, always makes the number of available women seem 

insufficient. Let us even were as many women as men, these women would not be equally 

desirable... and that, by definition... the most desirable women must form a minority. 

(Irigaray, 1977, p. 170) 

Lispector's story ends as it started, with the egg: "Out of devotion to the egg I forgot about it. 

Forgetfulness born out of necessity. Forgetfulness born out of self-interest. For the egg is an 

evasion" (Lispector, 1992, pp. 540-41). 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, as the research promised to examine the story by its deconstruction and find 

out the foundational claims, the text proposes to problematize the older conceptions spinning 

around the long-standing chicken-egg controversies. On the other hand, it will attempt to answer 

and determine the controversies by bringing new dimensions into light, such as the postmodern 

debates on ideology, identity and gender. The research has concluded that the language of the text, 

as revealed in its depictions of the egg and the chicken is dialectical and paradoxical, and this 
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approach serves to represent the issue of identity and the role of ideology that deforms an object 

such as an egg by reshaping, molding and channelling it in its image. The story radically reposes 

and questions the issue of origins and identity through its detailed elaboration of the egg and the 

chicken through the content. The significance of the story's sense of discovery and challenge lies 

in its attack on mainstream ideological thinking that unquestionably accepts objects and beings' 

given identity, including human beings. The short story also concludes with the same questions of 

origin, gender, and ideology, all of which are bundled together under the umbrella of the age-old 

question of ultimate origins, as is manifested vividly in the title. Still, Lispector's work also 

opposes all that is labeled as identity from the lens and power of ideology, regardless of whether 

this may be an egg, a chicken or any other being.   
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